Distribution of registered projects by Scope

Total registered project activities: 7805

- [1] Energy ind. (ren/non-ren): 75.2%
- [13] Waste handling and disposal: 10.7%
- [4] Manufacturing ind.: 4.3%
- [15] Agriculture: 2.3%
- [10] Fugitive emiss. (solid/oil/gas): 1.9%
- [3] Energy demand: 1.6%
- [5] Chemical ind.: 1.4%
- [8] Mining/mineral prod.: 1.0%
- [14] Afforestation/reforestation: 0.8%
- [7] Transport: 0.3%
- [11] Fugitive emiss. (halon/SF6): 0.3%
- [9] Metal production: 0.1%
- [2] Energy distr.: 0.1%

Note that a project activity can be linked to more than one sectoral scope.
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